Management of Malignant Chest Wall Tumors
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ABSTRACT

Objective: To analyse the malignant chest wall tumors in terms of histological types and confer option for resection, stabilisation and reconstruction, along with postoperative morbidity and mortality.

Study Design: Observational study.

Place and Duration of Study: Department of Thoracic Surgery, CMH Rawalpindi, Lahore and Multan from January, 2010 to October, 2018.

Methodology: Patients who had histologically proven malignant tumors of chest wall and breast with bone involvement, and required resection, stabilisation, mesh reinforcement and muscle flap reconstruction, were included. Small soft tissue tumors without bony involvement which did not require reconstruction, primary tumors of spine, pancoast tumors and lung tumors involving chest wall were excluded from the study. Record of these patients including age, gender, histopathological type, reconstruction method used, postoperative complications, mortality and recurrence were noted. Data was analysed using descriptive statistics.

Results: The study included 86 patients with 61 (70.9%) males and 25 (29.1%) females; age ranging from 18 to 77 years with mean age of 47.84 ± 12.9 years. Palpable mass was the most common symptom occurring in 61 (70.9%) patients. Twenty-one (24.4%) had breast tumor with chest wall invasion. In the remaining cases, most common histological type was chondrosarcoma occurring in 13 (15.1%) patients, followed by Ewing sarcoma in 12 (14%) patients. The most common complication was post-thoracotomy neuralgia (PTN), occurring in 25 (29.1%) patients.

Conclusion: Malignant tumors of the chest wall are rare entity which can be effectively treated with chest wall resection, mesh reinforcement for stabilisation and muscle flaps for reconstruction with acceptable postoperative complications, morbidity and mortality.
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INTRODUCTION

Primary tumors of the chest wall are considered as a heterogeneous group of tumors with an overall incidence of 1% to 2% in population and represent approximately 5% of all thoracic tumors.³ The group consists of tumors originating from bony as well as soft tissue components of the thoracic cage. Chest wall tumors have been classified by using various criteria such as the histological type, tissue of origin, benign or malignant etc.

Among the benign category of chest wall, neoplasms are osteochondromas, chondromas, fibrous dysplasia, and desmoids tumors;⁴ whereas, malignant category includes soft-tissue sarcomas, osteosarcomas, chondrosarcomas, and the Ewing sarcoma family of tumors.⁵ Primary chest wall tumors are malignant in 50% to 80% of cases; and out of these, 55% take their origin either from the bone or cartilage; whereas, rest of the 45% originate from soft tissues.⁶ Malignant chest wall tumors either have presenting symptom of an enlarging palpable mass or can be asymptomatic and diagnosed as an incidental finding. Due to invasion of surrounding structures and involvement of neurological tissue, pain may also be a presenting symptom. Soft tissue masses are usually painless; whereas, those having bony origin are painful due to involvement of periosteum. Due to the extensive invasion of surrounding structures of the chest wall resection of the tumors usually result in extensive skeletal and soft tissue loss. These
defects of the chest wall are covered either by the use of synthetic or biological meshes and/or soft tissue flaps having good vascularity.

The aim of this study was to analyse the characteristics of malignant chest wall tumors requiring reconstruction, histological types and the outcome of surgical method for resection, mesh stabilisation and muscle flap reconstruction, in term of acceptable postoperative complications, morbidity and mortality.

**METHODOLOGY**

This study was carried out in the Department of Thoracic Surgery, CMH Rawalpindi, CMH Lahore and CMH Multan from January 2010 to October 2018. A total of 86 patients were enrolled in the study after fulfilling the desired inclusion criteria via purposive sampling technique. Only those patients were included who had histologically proven malignant tumors of chest wall and breast with bone involvement and required resection, stabilisation, mesh reinforcement and muscle flap reconstruction. Small soft tissue tumors without bony involvement which did not require reconstruction, primary tumors of spine, pancoast tumors and lung tumors involving chest wall and tumors less than 5 cm without reconstruction, were excluded. Diagnosis was established with the help of core or incisional biopsy and all patients were discussed in multidisciplinary tumor boards.

Thorough history acquisition and local and systemic examination of all patients was carried out. In all patients enrolled in the study, lung function assessment, echocardiography, CT scan chest and abdomen with intravenous contrast and bone scan were carried out as mandatory workup. PET scan for metastatic workup and MRI were done in selective cases, depending on the MDT decision. The tumor resection was carried out with 4 cm margin, using unipolar electrocautery. One normal rib cephalic and caudal to the tumor was excised.

After confirming negative margins on frozen section, the primary reconstruction of the chest wall was carried out in all cases. It was supported by darn of prolene in order to give structural support and was reinforced with propene mesh 4 cm around, and covered with pediculate muscle flap. Chest tubes were placed in cases where pleural cavity was opened.

The patients were discharged on day 5 to 7 with post-op follow-up instructions, confirming expansion of the lungs via chest X-ray. Chest tubes were removed after postoperative follow-up and visits were planned as fortnightly for 2 months, then 3-monthly for a year and 6-monthly for next year. Patients were observed for postoperative complications such as surgical site infection, neuralgic pain, pneumothorax, pneumonia, recurrence and lung herniation etc.

The data was analysed in SPSS version 20.0, using descriptive statistics (frequencies, percentages, mean, median and mode).

**RESULTS**

There were 61 males (70.9%) and 25 females (29.1%) enrolled in the study with age ranging from 18 to 77 years with mean age of 47.84 ± 12.9 years. Palpable mass was the most common symptom occurring in 61 (70.9%), followed by chest pain in 20 (23.3%) patients; whereas, fungating mass was the presenting symptom in only 5 (5.8%) patients. Out of 86 patients, 21 (24.4%) had breast tumor with chest wall invasion. Amongst the remaining tumors, most common histological type was chondrosarcoma occurring in 13 (15.1%) patients, followed by Ewing sarcoma (post-chemotherapy) in 12 (14%). There were seven cases of osteosarcoma, five cases of plasma cell tumor, four cases of dermatofibrosarcoma; three cases each of rhabdomyosarcoma, malignant aneurysmal cyst adenocarcinoma and gaint cell tumor; two cases each of dermatofibrosarcoma protubers and malignant nerve sheath tumors; and one case each of papillary carcinoma, syringoma, neuroendocrine tumors, gastrointestinal stromal cell tumor (GIST), squamous cell carcinoma, malignant hemangiopericytoma and malignant fibrohistiocytoma; and desmoid tumor each. Resection of the tumor was done with 4 cm of margin followed by reconstruction and augmented by various pediculate muscle flaps as shown in Table I. Latissimus dorsi (LD) muscle flap was the work horse flap in most of the reconstructions, i.e. 57 (66.3%) patients.

The most common complication was post-thoracotomy neuralgia (PTN), occurring in 25 (29.1%) patients, followed by seroma formation in 16 (18.6%) of patients, pneumonia in 9 (10.5%) patients, surgical site infection (SSI) in 5 (5.8%) and haemothorax in one (1.2%) case. All of the complications were managed; and there was no postoperative mortality. Blood transfusion was required in 38 (44.2%) cases. There was no peri- or post-operative mortality; however, two patients needed ventilator support in postoperative period. Over a follow-up period of two years, there were 3 (3.5%) recurrences with two cases of breast carcinoma and one of chondrosarcoma.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Muscle flap used</th>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Latissimus dorsi muscle flap</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>66.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latissimus dorsi fasciocutaneous flap</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serratus anterior muscle flap</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pectoralis major muscle flap</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omental flap</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DISCUSSION**

Primary tumors of the chest wall are an uncommon entity and can be classified further as benign as well as malignant. According to literature, 30% of the tumors are primary chest wall tumors, 20% originate from the breast, 40% from lungs, and 5% are other thoracic malignancies. Literature review shows that 60% of primary chest wall tumors are malignant. This study focused on malignant tumors of chest wall including the breast tumors invading the chest wall. Malignant chest wall tumors usually present in third or fourth decade of life. In a study conducted by Nabi et al., mean age was 38 ±16 years with a range of 10 to 56 years; whereas, it was slightly higher in this study with a mean of 47.84 ± 12.9 years. The Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center reported soft tissues as the tissue of origin of majority of primary chest wall tumors.
In another study, carried out by Basso et al, osteosarcoma was the commonest histological type; whereas, in this study chondrosarcoma was most common type followed by Ewing sarcoma and then osteosarcoma.\textsuperscript{10} Patients usually present with symptoms of palpable mass, pain or both at tumor site. In a local study, 75% of patients presented with painless mass; whereas, in this study as well, mass was the main complaint occurring in 71% of patients.\textsuperscript{11} Treatment for small-sized tumors is excisional biopsy; whereas, in larger tumors a wider margin of about 4 cm is essential for successful management. In this study, a minimum margin of 4 cm was used. In another study by Bagheri et al., 4 cm margin was used.\textsuperscript{12} In few of the studies done exclusively on chondrosarcoma, however, even a margin of 3 cm has been reported.\textsuperscript{13}

After resection of the tumor with a wide margin primary closure is ideal, if possible.\textsuperscript{14} However, it was not possible in this study. In cases where primary closure is not possible, reconstruction of the chest wall is performed. Main aims of reconstruction are to maintain stability of the chest, to maintain adequate respiratory dynamics and preventing harmful paradox movements, and to achieve an acceptable cosmetic result.\textsuperscript{15} In order to achieve these results, prosthesis material is used in restoring the chest wall rigidity to avoid a paradoxical motion and covered with healthy soft tissue in order to protect the great vessels, viscera and prevent infection.\textsuperscript{16} In 2011, a study carried out by Guo et al. showed that single or combined flaps can be helpful while repairing the soft tissue defect.\textsuperscript{17} Most commonly used flap in achieving an adequate soft tissue coverage is by transpositioning the ipsilateral pedicled myocutaneous latissimus dorsi flap. In this study, as well, most commonly used flap was LD muscle flap and followed by LD fasciocutaneous flap. In cases when there are large full-thickness posteriorly located defects, use of free contralateral myocutaneous Latissimus dorsi flap is an acceptable option, which can help in achieving effective soft tissue coverage.\textsuperscript{18} In study conducted by Novoa et al. for anterolaterally located defects of chest wall, the use of Latissimus dorsi flap, which was transposed on thoracodorsal vessels was the preferred choice.\textsuperscript{19} Various other soft tissue coverage options in this study were use of pectoralis major, serratus anterior and greater omentum; and similar soft tissue coverage has been used in various other studies as well.\textsuperscript{20}

In the study conducted by Mansour, the overall complication rate was 24% with pneumonia being the most common complication;\textsuperscript{21} whereas, in this study post thoracotomy neuralgia, 29.1%, was the most common complication. In the study conducted by King et al., recurrence rate of the tumor was 52%;\textsuperscript{22} whereas, in this study recurrence occurred in 3 (3.5%) patients over a 2-year follow-up. Probably, the reason for low recurrence in this study was use of a standardised wider margin of 4 cm for all tumors and selective loco-regional disease as per MDT. Hameed et al. in his study reported a recurrence rate of 15% over a follow-up period of 6 months,\textsuperscript{23} which was again higher as compared to this study. Abdel Rahman et al. reported a recurrence of 35.7%.\textsuperscript{24} There was no operative and postoperative mortality in this study; and similarly no operative mortality was reported by King et al. in his study. Abdel Rahman et al. reported 1.02% operative related mortality; whereas, in few other studies a mortality of 3.8 to 4.5% has been reported.\textsuperscript{24,25} This can further be reduced by careful selection, preoperative evaluation and use of multidisciplinary approach in the management of such patients.

**CONCLUSION**

In malignant chest wall tumors, attaining a wider margin of resection is considered to be an important factor which minimises the local recurrence of tumor and also has a good effect on long-term survival of the patient. Wider excision of portion of chest wall along with ribs and later on reconstruction done with the help of propene/mesh and further augmented with local muscular flaps can be considered as a very safe and acceptable surgical option with minimal and overall acceptable rates of morbidity and mortality.
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